SECURING PERMISSIONS
You as author are responsible for securing all necessary permissions to reproduce in your book
any material created originally by another person—including, most commonly, illustrations and
quoted text. To be sure, not every illustration or quotation requires permission to be included in
your book. Some may be in the public domain, or your use of them may fall under the doctrine
of fair use.
If you do not deliver the necessary permissions to your editor before your manuscript is
transmitted to Manuscript Editing, production of your book may be delayed. Your book will not
be printed until you have submitted all necessary permission documentation to the Press.

For a good primer on fair use, see the Copyright & Fair Use website of Stanford University
Libraries. Also see the applicable code(s) of best practices for fair use on the website of the
Center for Media and Social Impact. Additional information may be found in the Copyright
Act of 1976 and The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th edition.

How to Request Permissions
Authors should write for permissions as soon as they have a contract to publish, if not before. To
request permission, you may use our model request letters for text permissions and for
illustration permissions. You should feel free to modify these letters to suit particular
circumstances, but be sure that every letter requests nonexclusive world rights for all
languages and all editions of your work, including electronic editions (such as ebooks). The
Press needs a permission grant of this specific breadth to ensure we can include all the material
in your book in translated or revised editions. If an individual or institution will not grant
permission under those terms, please contact your acquisitions editor.
Provide your acquisitions editor with PDFs or photocopies of the permissions you obtain and
keep the originals for your records. When writing your illustration captions, craft the credit lines
so that they comply with any specific wording required by the permission documents.

Illustration Permissions
You must secure written permission to reproduce every illustration you would like to use in your
book, unless such illustration is in the public domain and the supplier doesn’t require use
permission, or (in rare cases) reproducing the image is considered fair use.
OBTAINING PERMISSIONS FROM RIGHTSHOLDERS

Illustrations that require copyright permission may include photographs, maps and line
drawings (other than those you created or paid someone else to create for this book), and,
especially, artwork such as paintings and sculpture.
PUBLIC DOMAIN IMAGES AND USE PERMISSIONS

Photographs, maps, and artwork created before 1923 are in the public domain, as are most
illustrations, regardless of creation date, obtained from the Library of Congress or the National
Archives and Records Administration. However, even public-domain items may require you
to obtain use permission from the archival institution, such as a museum or state historical
society, if the institution provides you with a scan or copy of the image.

Text Permissions
Most text quotations fall under the doctrine of fair use and thus will not require permission.
The Copyright Act of 1976 states that “the fair use of a copyrighted work . . . for purposes such
as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, . . . scholarship, or research, is not an
infringement of copyright.”
That law defines a four-factor test for determining whether reproduced material is fair use.
When you examine your own quoted material, you should consider
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a
commercial nature or is for . . . nonprofit educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted
work.
The Copyright Act does not specify a maximum number of quoted words or lines that can be
considered fair use. Rather, the four factors listed above should be your guide. In general, a brief
quotation, including a whole paragraph presented in your text as a block quote—if used as an
example or if discussed or analyzed in your discussion or narrative and if credited in an
appropriate source citation—is considered fair use.
A few common types of quoted material that may not count as fair use are listed below.
YOUR OWN PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED MATERIAL

If portions of your manuscript have been previously published—for example, as a journal or
magazine article or as a chapter in a contributed volume—you must obtain permission from the
publisher to reproduce that material, even if you have revised it for your present book. If you
use any previously published text, the original publisher must be acknowledged in a prominent
place in the book, such as the copyright page.
DOCUMENTARY WORKS

If your manuscript reproduces all or most of an unpublished archived document, such as a letter,
diary, or journal, you must obtain permission to reprint it from the archival or depository
institution or the person or family in possession of the document.
EPIGRAPHS, POEMS, AND SONG LYRICS

Lengthy epigraphs at the beginning of the book or at the openings of chapters may require
permission, particularly if the quoted passages are not analyzed or otherwise discussed in your
text.
Complete units of any length, such as poems or song lyrics, may be used only with permission.
Note that because of the comparatively short length of poems and songs (as opposed to books
or even long articles), even a few quoted lines may constitute a substantial portion of the

original work and therefore not be considered fair use (see factor 3 of the four-factor test
above).

